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96. She put a bandage _____ the boyâ€™s cut finger. A) at B) to C) on D) in 97. He has a pain _____ his leg.Â All the three tests are designed to test studentsâ€™ ability in the
English language, although somehow they work in the same way. The IELTS and TOEFL are the most popular tests that are accepted globally, whereas PTE is a new entrant in this
field with a little bit different from the other two tests. Students should select tests that suit them to practice in terms of the test structure and their comfort to prepare and perform for
the same.This website gives you the opportunity for downloading free resources and make practice on IELTS,TOEFL,PTE. 3 Complete the paragraph with the correct active or
passive. form of the verbs in brackets. Jeans (1 make) __a_re_m__ad_e_ from a material called denim. The material (2 make) _ rst _ in Europe, and it (3 take) _ to the USA in the
18th century. The strong material (4 use) _ to make working menâ€™s clothes, and in the 1870s Levi Strauss (5 make) _ the rst pair of blue Levi jeans. After the Second World War,
the customers for jeans (6 change) _ from working men to teenagers who (7 want) _ to wear them as leisure clothes. Since then, they (8 become) _ the symbol of a more relaxed
society, and jeans fullstop â€” noun a punctuation mark (.) placed at the end of a declarative sentence to indicate a full stop or after abbreviations in England they call a period a stop
â€¢ Syn: â†‘ period , â†‘ point , â†‘ stop , â†‘ full point â€¢ Derivationally related forms: â†‘ point ( â€¦ Usefulenglishdictionary. FullStoporPeriod? â€” Throughout the English speaking
world , there are many subtle differences in grammar and spelling that you need to be aware of . A punctuation mark that is used differently on either side of the Atlantic pond is the
full stop ( UK ) or period â€¦ â€¦ Englishdictionaryofcommonmistakesandconfusingwo The Trouble with Europe book. Read 18 reviews from the world's largest community for readers.
One of The Week's Best Business Books of 2014The European...Â Bootle expertly outlines the factors that gave birth to the European union of the twentieth century, from the
collective Euro-spirit that initiated a solution to the region's various problems and the subsequent unforeseen consequences of the compromises nations made in order to create a
sustainable organization. Bootle examines how the euro has hindered independent actions of member nations, both economically and politically, before envisaging how a post-EU
Europe might come about and how it would affect the United Kingdom, along with other member states and the world at large.

